A formula system for describing Puccinia graminis f. sp. avenae and one undefined genotype is proposed for international use. Thirty avirulence/virulence combinations on Avena sativa based on nine singledifferent avirulence/virulence combinations have been identified in P. gene backcross differential lines (including two new genes for resistance) graminis f. sp. avenae in North America with this group of differential lines.
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Simple and precise description of the virulence of isolates of North American races . physiologically specialized pathogens has always been a problem.
The effect of temperature on the expression of resistance for As data relating to a host-parasite system accumulate, and as new genes , and -9 has been described (7). Resistance differentials are discovered and used, the descriptions become conferred by genes Pg-13 and Pg-15 is expressed at temperatures up increasingly complex and more difficult to interpret, especially for to 20-25 C (unpublished) . Resistance conferred by gene Pg-16 is scientists not working with the particular system. expressed to all known races at temperatures up to 20-22 C, but the Since the first four races of Puccinia graminis f. sp avenae were resistance is not fully expressed at temperatures above this level described (11), the nomenclature of isolates has undergone several (unpublished). The line with the Pg a complex is highly resistant to minor and one major revision (12) and has shifted to systems based most North American cultures of P. graminis f. sp. avenae, but a on the hypothesis of host-parasite gene-for-gene interactions (5, 8) .
gradient of virulence that ranges from a mesothetic to a completely The system proposed here, suggested for international use, is new susceptible reaction has been discovered. This reaction appears to only in that it presents a formally standardized system with some be somewhat temperature sensitive, although temperature breaknewly discovered differential hosts. The concept, with some down has not been demonstrated (authors, unpublished) . variations, has been used previously for a number of cereal rusts by
The proposed method of nomenclature describes the virulence of many workers (2, 4, 5, 6, 8, 9) . Advances in the knowledge of the any culture in terms of a simple formula ( Table 2 ). The formula genetics of resistance in oats have made the system possible.
consists of numbers corresponding to those assigned the specific genes for resistance in the differential lines. Numbers designating THE PROPOSED SYSTEM the genes that condition resistance to the culture are written first, followed by a slash line, and then the numbers designating the The differential lines for the proposed system are given in Table  resistance 2, 3, 4, 8, 9, 13, 15) . The method has the advantage that no probably one or two unknown genes or modifiers from A. sterilis. complicated keys are required, the formulas are self-explanatory, Genetic studies on lines having Pg-15 and Pg-16 and a line with the differential lines can be added or dropped at will, and new Pg a complex are in progress.
avirulence/ virulence combinations are easily described by writing A number of described genes for resistance (10) 
